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ple, told the House subcommittee that
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most often cited by employers is quite
neutral oversight.5 Our data refutes his
old-fashioned—the threat of a work
stoppage. About one-third of the agreeassertion. A strong majority of the cardments studied were negotiated within
check agreements we studied provided
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ment partnership. In response to union
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Manheim refers to card-check campaigns
Union Abuses
In its publications, LPA paints a picas “wholesale” organizing, in which “the
ture of employers so hamstrung by union
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Manheim raises the concern that in depressure that they cease to protect their
itself, in a sense, to turn over its workciding whether to enter such agreements
employees.7 The NLRB is portrayed as a
ers—which is to say, to withdraw from
employers may be bargaining away emthe contest.”8 As indicated, though, our
ployee rights granted by the National
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that unionization was desirvorable
outcomes
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Our research finds that
paigns are more likely to
tion, meetings with
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union leaders and
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and a subsequent contract,
N/CC opponents argue there is a lack
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organizing processes negorangements indicates that
Neutrality
and
tiated by unions and manemployees can and do reject
agement currently offer the
unionization in card-check
card-check agreebest chance for employees
campaigns.
ments can pave the
in any setting to determine
When asked about the
way for business
whether to form a union
impact of the N/CC on orwithout disrupting producganizing tactics, many
improvements.
tive workplace activities.
union respondents indicated that less time was spent on counterNotes
ing management’s anti-union message
and attacking the employer, and more
1. Yager, D. V., T. J. Bartl, and J. J. LoBue.
emphasis was placed on the positive
1998. Employee Free Choice: It’s Not
in the Cards. Washington, DC: Labor
contributions of the union. Beyond that,
Policy Association.
campaigns were often similar to tradi2. The assessment in this article is based
tional organizing campaigns. Although
on two phases of research. The first,
N/CC agreements make the hard work
which led to an article published in
of organizing easier, unionists recognize
2001, included an analysis of interviews with union representatives about
the agreements cannot be viewed as subtheir experiences negotiating and orgastitutes for that work.
nizing under N/CC. It also incorporat-

Employer Advantages through Card
Check and Neutrality
Finally, our research finds that N/CC
organizing has advantages for employers
as well as for workers and unions. N/CC
lets an employer shape the organizing
campaign by bargaining limitations on
the union. If house calls are viewed as an
intrusion on employee privacy, for instance, then an employer may be able to
limit them by negotiating over the organizing process.
N/CC can also improve union–management relations, which may enable
management to achieve other bargaining
or business goals. After successfully organizing through N/CC, some unions have
been willing to accept flexible agreements
to help companies in highly competitive
or low union density environments.
In addition, N/CC can reduce the
impact of an organizing campaign on
production. Where unions already add
to a business—via partnership, supply
of skilled labor, and improved relations
with customers, among other things—
the negotiation of a N/CC agreement
may pave the way for business improvements to continue without the disruption of a traditional campaign. Indeed,

ed a review of the language of over one
hundred agreements provided by the
interviewees. In the second phase—
which produced results presented at the
Michigan State University/AFL-CIO
Workers’ Rights Conference in October
2002—we interviewed employers involved in thirty-four of the aforementioned agreements. See Eaton, A. E.,
and J. Kriesky. 2001. “Union Organizing Under Neutrality and Card Check
Agreements,” Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Vol. 55, no. 1, pp. 42–
59.

context given the well-known data on
unfair labor practices, particularly illegal discharges, by employers. Indeed,
these abuses are what motivate use of
N/CC agreements in the first place.
8. Manheim, 2002.
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7. Of course, most trade unionists and
many industrial relations scholars will
scoff at the idea of employers as protectors of worker rights in the organizing
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